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MIACARA LETTO DOG BED
TREAT MAN’S BEST FRIEND LIKE THE VERY GOOD BOY HE IS WITH THIS 

ULTRA-LUXE, NORDIC-INSPIRED SNOOZING SPOT

DOGGO

Whether you like it or not, we live in a world where designer 
pets come with designer accessories. Despite the mid-
noughties horror of diamond-encrusted collars and Chihuahuas 
poking out of Chanel handbags, no one ever really thought about 
how to integrate the typically low-rent world of pet accessories 
into a high-end space. That is, until now.

MiaCara, the brainchild of German husband and wife 
team Sebastian and Barbara Zweig, set out to change the 
entire concept of pet accessories in 2011. Why, after all, could 
we not incorporate sleek design and the same eye for detail 
that we give to premium homewares when making furniture, 
toys and accessories for our four-legged friends?

Six years later, MiaCara (which is an amalgamation of the 
names of the couple’s dog and cat) is going strong. The brand 
now offers an extensive range of products for both cats and 

dogs, including premium webbed-leather collars, remarkably 
stylish cat scratchers, and ceramic food bowls.

The highlight of MiaCara’s collection, however, is the 
Letto dog bed. This four-legged wonder of canine furniture 
combines premium materials with dog-friendly sturdiness and 
a look that leaves many high-end (human) furniture designers 
looking decidedly old-hat.

The bed is built on top of a powder-coated aluminium 
frame. A fully reversible and washable mattress lining gives 
your dog a sense of safety, warmth and security despite resting 
on four raised Ash wood feet.

Virtually indestructible, incredibly practical and utterly 
gorgeous, the Letto dog bed will fit into just about any modern 
décor arrangement with a selection of neutral Nordic-inspired 
colours available.

LOWDOWN

Germany

Powder Coated Aluminum, Wood,

Fabric Upholstery

From EUR 899.00
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